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                                 ABSTRACT

        EIasticity of solids under high pressure is calculate( on both theoretiÅëal and ex-
    perimental grounds. It is concluded that the calculated elasticities of dunite and
    MgO are in good agreement with those obtained frorn seismic data in the upper
    mantle and lower mantle respectively. There is some possibility of existence of
    low-velocity layer or constant-velocity layer j'ust below the so-called Mohorovi6i6
    discontinuity ancl of aclmlxture of metaHic iron near the core boundary.

1. Introductien

    As the measurement of elasticity of solids has been rapidly advanced, many in-

teresting and valuable data on rock elasticity have been published. In Japan, A.

Kubotera (1) aRd D. Shimozuru (2) measured veiocities of both dilatational and rota-

tional waves in rock samples by the transmission time of ultrasonic impulse. Recently,

D. S. Hughes and his co-workers (3) have succeeded in measuring elastic wave velocities

under variable pressure conditions. Under these circumstances, it is now possibie to

cornpare these data with those of the Earth's interior, together with a theoretical

trecatment. In thepresentpaper, the theoretical extrapolatien of high pressure experi-

ments will be made on the basis of the theory of'selids.

2. Reck-elasticity

    The behaviour of elasticity of rocks under varying pressure is very complex, aRd

the complexity is mainly due So their porosity. But at high pressure, the effect of

porosity on elasticity of rocks becomes more and more trivial.

    The effect of porosity on elasticity of rocks was studied in my previous paper (4),

and in the present paper the following points will be emphasized.

    A) Both the value of elastic waves and that of compressibility of recks are ex-

ceedingly diverse for each rock-sample of the same kind, but at suthciently hlgh

pressure these valttes are nearly the same for rocks of the same kind because of the

dimintttioR of porosity.

    B) Both the velocity of elastic waves and compressibility of rocks are the unique
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functions of their specific voltuTie at sufliciently high pressure.

    With regard to A), Birch (5) and Adams (6) have concludecl from their rock-

experiments that at high pressure both velocities of elastic waves and compressibility

of rocks tend to the values obtained by averaging velocities and compressibilities of

the minerals of which the rocks are composed.

    With regard to B), the present writer has concluded from D. S. Hughes' experiment

used in my previous paper (4) that at high pressure both velocities of elastic waves

and compressibilities of rocks become asyrnptotically functions of their density, free

from their temperature.

    From the above two points, it is possible to apply the results of rock-experiinents

to the Earth's mantle, if the datcft at sufficiently high pressure on rock-experiments

are used with suitable care.

    It may, therefere, be concluded that in determining the pressure coefficient for

both elastic wave velocity and compressibility in the range of high pressure, tlie use

of a buik mocluius-density diagram is more natural and accurate than a direct applica-

tion of a bull< modulus-pressure diagram with respect to the elimination of the effect

of porosity. In Table I some eiastic properties of various rocks from D. S. Hughes'

experiments are shown, where the pressure coefficients of elasticity are obtainecl from

the bull< modulus-density diagram as, in my previous paper (4).

             Table I. Elasticity of rocks and MgO at atmospheric pressuye
                     and at room temperature.

Vp (kmlsec)

le (10i2 C.G.S.)

P (g/crn3)

     dVp
      dP
(kmlsecllO` bars)

Granite

6.0

O.57

2.7

e.2

Basalt

7.0

O.86

2,9

O.1

Dunite

&o

MgO

1.l5 a

i
I

1.672

3.2

   o.z
(O.09---O.14)

         dfe                           6.6                                       5.7                                                   4.5             (C.G.S.)                          (6--7)                                      (5---6,5)                                                  (4--5)          dl)

        References (3) and (20)

3. Elasticity oÅí rocks and minerals at high pressure

    In order to compare the elasticity of the Earth's mantle with that of rocl<s and

minerals, the problem of what materials the Earttrs mantle consists, has become

a very important factor, and investigations were made in my previous paper (7),

without reachlng a definite conclusion yet. In the present paper, two cases are con-

siderecl : One case is based upon an assumption that the Earth's mantle consists of

dunite, whiie in the other we assume that the mantle consists of MgO (peric}ase).

 4.0

 4,2
(4-4.5)
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   A. Case of dunite

   It is well known that the elasticity of dunite is nearly equal #o that in the upper

part of the upper mantle. Hence, whether the elasticity of dunite at very higla pre-

ssure is still in good agreement vLTith that of' the deeper part of the Earth's mantle,

is a very interesting subject. In the following, the elasticity of duBite at very high

pressure will be obtained from a theoretical extrapolation.

   Rocks and minerals are assumed to belong to ionic crystals, and a theoretical

treatment of the elasticity of ionic crystals af#er Born and Mayer (8) will be applicable.

   Taking a unit volume of any rnineral, its internal energy E is obtained Åírom

summation oÅí a Coulomb interaction and a closed shell interaction, as a function of

volurne :

                          E=-:• -bli. })-s• -}-Be-tu"i/3) l (i)

                          vo==:' 1, i

where A, B ancl cy are constants and v is vollime, suMx O denoting the value at zero

pressure. Here a Van cler Waals interaction is neglected.

   Then from the thermodynamical relation, we obtain

       p,.-,-.Oo.umEv la- -g(Av--4/3-Bevv-2i3e-divii3), (2)

       ie :=- -vgPv- ::-=-- --IIi- (4Av"4f3-2Bevv--2i3e-div'i3umBcu2v--y3e-•tivi!3) , (3)

       dle l-36-Av--!f3--g-Bavif3e"'bl"i!3-Ba2v2i3e-divii3--li-Bev3ve-ctvii3 (4)

                                     '       dP nv 4Av"ll3-2Bavvl13e-cuVl13mBcr2v2!3e"evvl13 '

wliere P and fe are the pressure and the bulk modulus respectively.

   At zero pressure, the following relatiens hold :

              p=- -g (A-Bae-"at) --o, (2t)
              k== --II;- (4A-2Beve-pt-Bav2e--di) =• le,, (3')

              ss,=.i86A-Il,l.B-av,e}tui,-B.."-'2eiÅíiti3.rmB`u3e-co....(:;2;,),. (4t)

The values of leo and (•:-S?), in the above equations (3') and (4') are obtained

froin rock experiments, so that unknown A, B and ev can be determined. In Table II

are shown the values of the elasticity of dunite at high pressure which have been

calculated from Eqs. (2), (3) ancl (4) with the help of Eqs. (2'), (3') and (4i).
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Table Ii. Elasticity
   from Eqs.

T. NISHITAKE

of dunite at high
(2), (3) and (4)).

pressure (calculated

v/vo

t) (glcm3)

p (10`bars)

8'p

le (10i2 C.G.S.)

le

  (leii C.GS.)
p

1.0

3.2

o

4.5

1.15

3.6

O.9

3.5

15

4.0

1.8

5.1

e.s

4.0

41.4

3.7

2.82

7.1

O.7

4.5

90

3.4

4.5

9.8

O.6

5.3

178

3.1

7.4

13.9

    B. Case of MgO (Periclase)

    Recently the present author and others have concluded that at yery high pressure

the decomposition of dunite into MgO and quartz is possible (9). The pressure at

which the decomposition will occur is sttggested as nearly 500,OOO bars, and will
correspond to that at the depth of nearly 1,OOO l<m in the Earth. T}aerefore, the elas-

ticity of MgO at hlgh pressure will theoretically be discussed here, in order to compare

the observed e}asticity of the Earth's mantle with that of MgO.

    Iflternal energy of MgO was determined by Mayer (le), and the Coulomb and
Van der Waals terms obtained by him are adopted here, but the term ef closed shell

interaction is assumed to be different from that obtained by Mayer.

    Internal energy of MgO per molecule is given by the equation :

                    E == -(<Y -i- ;lrl) +B,e-- at'r+B,e-fpa'r, (s)

where A', C', a', Bi and B2 are constants and r is the distcance between the nearest

neighbours. The first and second terms represent the Coulomb and Van der Waais
term respectively, while the third and fourth represent the closed shell interactions

between the nearest and second neighbours respectively.

    Then from thermodynamic relation we get

   p= um (3Åí,;4+?.-9-(-)ÅÄ3g>,a'e-tu'r+'gil/l.?-2 cuxe-'y'2-at'r, (6)

    le =: --ii-(4nAr,' -t- 5n4rC,') +-Ii- nlr, (2Bia're-di'r -t- B,a'2r2e-'tu'r)

         ' 'Y LIIiww iÅírii (2i/-2-B2ec'reHVTct'r -}- 2B,a'2r2e-v',rco'r) , (7)

[iSl -- {163Ar '--16r2,C'-mii- B,at're"'di'r-B,a'2r2e-'su'r-gicu'3r3e--at'r

       -4i/3-2 B2a're"Vpa'pt-2B2a'2r2e-'Vipt'r.2itg-ili" B2at3r3e--vvat'r}

    ÅÄ{45'+54rC6'-2B,a're"-at'"-Bla'2r2e-"at'r-2)/HiiHB,a!re"Vidi'r-2B,a'2r2e'-"Yat'r},(8)

 V == nr3,
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  where v is the volume per molectt}e and n is a constant. At zero pressure, the

 abeve equations are writteR as

     P=" =(3f,',4+2.C.i)'ts-B.f6, a'e-di're+'f.2,?,2a'e-'vy"'ro =-o, (6t)

     ie =" in -lsL(thi'2mmg( -y 74zrC,i)+-l;- iiltlg (2Biat'roe-pt'ro+Bia'2rge-tu"o)

                       +-li- nlro3 (2}/-i}-B2av'roe-'Vpa'ro+2B,a'2ro2e-at'vye)

       =leo, (7')                                            '
 ZtS' == {l-36-fiA-u' -F i6r2,,,C'- -g- B,ev'r,e-- at'ro- B,ev'2rge "" ct'ro - {}ia'3rge-ct'ro

        -4i!3--2 B2at'ree-"V'r2 pt'ro-2B2as'2rge-vpm"o-2T il2 B2a'3ro3e-'vs'di'ro}

. ÅÄ{4tnye -y5-r4-oC6-'-2Bialroe-'pt'ro-B,a'2rge-turo-2i/"2-2Zf2a'r,e-`v7at'ro-2B,evnrge-v?di'ro}

                                        '    = (S$'),' (8')
   v :=-= nr3 --' 2rg,

 where ro is the distance between the llearest neighbours at zero pressure.

     The right-hand sides of the above equations are all determined from high pressure

 experiments, so that the unknowB al, Bi and B2 are obtained from tke above simul-

 taneous equatlons.

                Tab!e III. Elasticity of MgO at high pressure (calculated
                         from Eqs. (6),(7) and (8)).

vlvo 1.0 O.9 e.s O.7 O.6

p(glÅëm3) 3,6 4.0 45 5.1 6.0

p(10`bars) o 22 60 127 247

dfe

dP
4.2 3.8 3.5 3.2 3.0

fe(lei2C.G.S.) 1.67 2.54 3.91 6.14 9.8

k-il-(10iiC.G.S.)
4.7 6.3 8.7 119 16.4

    The elasticity of MgO at high pressure thus ca}culated is given in Table I!I. It

shou!d be noticed that in the above theoretical calcu}ation dunite and MgO are

assumed to be ionic crystals. Strictly speaking, this is not the case, and dunite and

MgO contain some electron pair bonds. The nature of such electron pair bonds is

still unknown and in the present paper the assumption is regarded to be correct 2n a

first approximation.
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4. Comaparison of the calculated e}astieity of dunite and MgO with those observed

   in the Earth's mantle.

    Velocities of seismic waves in the Earth's mantle obtainecl by Jeffreys (11) and

Gutenberg (12) are in good agreement except in low-velocity layer. The elcftsticity

of the Earth's mantle is known exact enough to compare it with that of yocks at high

pressure evaluate(! in bR 4. In the following a discussion will be given, for convenience,

in two parts, i.e., in the upper and lower mantle respectively.

    1. UPPer mantle

    Both le/p obtained from

seisrnic wave velocity in the

Earth's mantle, where p de-

notes density, and that cal-

culated in bg3, are shown in

Fig. 1, where the data of
pressure ln the Earth's mantle

are taken from BulleR's (13).

    As seen in Fig. 1, the

elasticity of clunite at high

pressure is in good agreement

with that frem seismic data

in the upper mantle. Espe-

cially increasing rate of the

elasticity of dunite under laigh

pressure is in very good
agreemeRt with that in the

upper mantle, except in low-

velocity iayer.

    From these relations, the

effect of temperature and '

and the velocity increase in

pressioR with the overlylng

    With regard to the '
temperature effects shou!d

gradient is considered to be

this region,'

but it is not yet accurateiy

correctioR due to

i!S!t!!st ec

10

7.7tk.

    'r•i.

g''

ts

1

9

fi

3

e

.7 "-.

E'  a.;.%

   .!/ e-

              inhomogeneity

               the

                materlals,

             regloR

                not

                large.

it is necessary to know the distribution of temperature

               cletermined up to

      temperature-effect

  O lesg 2gge 3geD                  depth in km

    Fig. 1. Calculated elasticity of dunite and MgO

         (a): k/p of MgO, (b): le/p of dunite
   broken line: Je/p of the Earth's mantle from seismic
             observation by Jeffreys (11)
   Å~Å~:le/p by Gutenberg (Z2), abscissa being the
             depth in the Earth's mantle.

     ' in the upper mantle care considered small

upper mantle is regarded to be due mainiy to com-

      except in low-veloclty layer.

- -v-t --Just belew the so-called Mohorovicic discontinuity,

 be neglected, because in this region tempeyature

    In order to make the temperature correction in

                              in the upper mantle,

            the present. Consequently a very simp}e

   will be given in the following. It is assumed in
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a first cnpproximation that the velocity of elastic wave in solids is a function ef density

alone, the relation being valid excepting the case when the temperature is near the

melting point of the solicls. If the relation is satisfied in the upper mantle, i.e., the

temperature in the upper maRtle is below the melting point of rocl<s, then a correc-

tion due to temperature-effect wi!l be obtained simply.

    The varlations of elastic wave velocity (Yp) ancl the bulk m.odulus with increasing

depth are given by the equations :

                       dd\,2 -: (ut,it•l-e ['IiO-, pm- d--aV.i' `O'i'i-2i;,- •O'!, (g)

                               ti
                       dk mu dle d,o mu dle ,oh+Ahpt,Oh                       dh -neU'-oU" d-k-rcd-bmm -wwAh , (10)
                                       i                               i'
where ,oh ancl pst.i-Ah are the densities at the depths of h .and li-i-dh in the upper mantle

respectively.

    Then these equations are written in the forms:

                         4-dil•:== 4-dl-b-p(t9 tip-BpdT)/dh-, (i.i)

                                 ,
                         'S"I'i''"-eld'tb'(-:-,AP-B,oliT)/Ah, (i2)

where P, T ancl B are pressure, ternperature and thermai expansion ceefficient, at the

depth of h, and dP and dT are the pressure- and the terr}perature-clifferences between

the depths of h and h-i-dh.

    If we assume -k = 3s km2/
                  p

sec2
, B=:4•10-'5 and el-d[ bb ==6 1<m/

                   v
sec/g/cm3 in this region, the

variation of the velocity of dila-

tational wave with depth in the

upper mantle is obtained, when

the temperature distribution in

tl?e upper mantle is given.

    In Table IV and Fig. 2 the

the velocity of dilatational wave

at various depths in the upper

mantle is shown, where the tem-

perature distribution is adopted

from Gutenberg (14), Daly (15),

and Jeffreys (16).

Vp 9D

S.5

p8

7,5

km
sctc

,ttC-- JJ'

a

   o

Fig. 2.

 depth
 Temperature
 berg,

                           .       Ieo 2oo 3oo
           tiepth in km

Dilatational wave-velocity of dunite versus
in the Earth's mantle.
      distributions are after (a) Guten-
(b) Daly, and (c) Jeffreys respectively.
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Table IV. Seismic wave velocity in the upper mantle.

Depth (km)

30--50

200

200

300

Dilatational wave velocity (km/sec)

A
8.0

<7.9

8.1

8.5

B

8.0

<7.9

8.3

8.8

c

::1

8.15

8.3

             Temperature distributions for models A, B and C are after Dalyl"

             Gutenberg and Jeffrey$ respectively.

    The velocity at the depth of 30km is assumed to be 8.0km/sec as is seen in

Fig. 2. At depths between 50 and 1001<m, a low-velocity layer is obtained from

Gutenberg's and Daly's temperature distribution and a constant-velocity layer from

Jeffreys'. It will safely be concluded that the existence of a low-velocity layer or

a constant-velocity layer is theoretically and observationally possible.

    Needless to say, the present discussion is correct only in a rough approximatien,

and it contains ambiguity in the point of simplification. According to Born and others

(8) the bulk modulus of solids is given in the form, le=:=f(v)+g(v, T) where f and

g are functions of volume alone, and of voltime and temperature respectively. In the

above procedure, the second term is neglected because of the assumption that the

temperature in the upper mantle is below the melting point of rock. Near the melting

point, elasticity of solids becomes very rapidly srna!1. Recent experiments on the

elasticity of solids below and above the melting point of solid show that tem-

perature effect becomes suddenly large at the temperature very near the me!ting point.

According to Birch (17) and Shimozuru (18), when T/T.fkfO.95, the effect of tem-

perature becomes predominant, where T"t is the melting point of the solid. If the

melting point of dunite is assumed to be 1,5000C, the effect of temperature will become

very large abeve 1,4000C. But there is no evidence that temperature in the upper

mantle is within 1000C }ower than the melting point of rocl<s at the prevailing pressure

in this region. Therefore the assumption ia the above procedure is Rot far from the

aetual condition in the upper mantle. Moreover, if the second term is taken into

account, temperature effect wili be larger than that in the above discussion, and the

existence of a iow-velocity Iayer becomes more probable.

    2. Lotver mantle

    As seen in Fig. 1, the elasticity of MgO is in good agreement with thcat in the

Earth's lower mantle. The elasticity of dunite at high pressure is in good agreement

with that in the Earth's upper mantle, but not in the lower mantle.
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    Recently, the present author and others pointed out that olivine will decompose

into MgO and Si02 at very high pressure, and the coincidence of elasticity of MgO

witli that in the lewer mantle supports this possibility. The elasticity of MgO at

depths from 1,OOOkm to 3,OOOkm is especial!y in good agreement with that in the

}ower mantle. It was concluded in ogr previous paper (9) that the pressure at which

the decomposition of olivine will occur corresponds to a depth of about l,OOOkm.

This previous estimation was ascertained also from the point of view of elastic property.

Therefore, in this region of the lower mantle (at depths from 1,OOO to 2,OOOkm),

MgO is to be regarded as a main constituent minera!.

    Be!ow the depth of 2,OOOkm in the lower mantle, the elasticity of MgO is larger

than that obtained from a seismic observation, as seen iR Fig. 1. This fact will be

explained as due to admixture of low velocity materials-metallic iron. If we assume

that the constituent of the Earth's core is metallic iron and if the elasticity of a

mixture is given by a weighted rnean of elasticities of constituents, the difference

between the elasticity of the core boundary observed from seismic waves and thaÅí of

MgO at pressure corresponding to that depth, will be expiained as due to an admixture

of' 10 per cent metallic iron in weight. But the propriety of theoretical extrapo}ation

of elastlcity of MgO to this depth in the lower mantle is considered questionable,

and a defin!te conclusion must be postponed. A rapid development in experimental

research in this fie}d is earnestly desired.

5. Concluding remarks

    1) The elasticity of dunite as calculated from the theory of solids is in good

agreement with that observed in the Earth's upper !nantle excepting the region just

below the so-ca!led MohoroviEi6 discontinuity.

    2) Taking into account the effect ef temperature, an existence of low-veloclty

layer or constant-velocity layer just below the crust is presumed to be probable.

    3) The calculated elasticity of MgO is in good agreement with that in the region

of depths from 1,OeO to 2,OOOI<m, and from this the existence of )v([gO in the iower

mantle is considered to be probable.

    4) Below the depth of 2,000km in the lower mantle, an .ftdmixture of metallic

iron is suggested as probab!e.
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